
A next-generation, AI-infused 

solution, Flywire’s conversational 

chat technology is designed to enrich 

the patient experience and bring 

your digital engagement strategies 

to the next level. As a pillar of our 

omnichannel engagement platform, 

our solution delivers your patients the 

help they need whenever they need 

it, reducing call volume and freeing 

staff to focus their attention in higher 

valued areas, such as patients with 

more complex problems that require 

more support.

Instantly connect with 
patients and elevate your 
financial experience

Revenue 
cycle-focused 
AI Chat 
Engagement 
Build meaningful 

interactions to serve 

your patient engagement 

initiatives

Answers to billing-related questions:  Provide real-

time answers to billing-related inquiries so your 

patients never leave with unanswered questions.  

Integrated self-service actions: Empower patients 

with the ability to inquire on balances and set up 

payment plans directly inside the chat experience. 

Deep patient insights: Gain insight into frequently 

asked questions, responses, and patterns and get a 

deeper understanding into the ‘voice of the patient’. 

Omni-channel engagement: Meet patients where 

they want to be met with integration into mobile, 

desktop, SMS, Facebook messenger as well as virtual 

assistants like Alexa.

24/7 availability: Extend beyond normal working 

hours to help patients when they need to be helped. 

Performance analytics: Supporting robust data to 

help optimize your chat experience, our solution 

provides analytics on response times, volume, 

duration, and much more. 



AI Conversational Chatbot 
Our AI conversational chatbot gives patients the 24/7 

support needed to find answers  to any of their questions on 

their time. Designed to answer most billing-related questions, 

present balance information, aid in financial assistance 

qualification, and surface payment plan options, our 

chatbot offers an entirely customizable, robust self-service 

experience, saving up to 30% in customer support costs.

Incorporating state-of-the-art machine learning technology, 

our chatbot is designed to get smarter over time, becoming 

increasingly more efficient at serving your patient population. 

DID YOU 
KNOW?

Chatbots can 
dramatically 
improve 
response 
times, 
answering up 

to 

of routine 
questions 

80%



Live Chat 
Live chat enables you to connect either call 

center staff or even financial counselors directly 

with patients in a simulated 1-on-1 environment. 

Representing a quicker, lower lift solution than a 

phone call, live chat allows you to meet patients’ needs 

while saving time and resources. 

AI Assist
Our AI Assist supports staff in live chat scenarios, 

providing real-time answers to typical questions as 

well as displaying past chat history making the live chat 

experience more efficient.

LIVE CHAT

AI ASSIST

DID YOU 
KNOW?

Offering live 
chat as a way to
handle patient 
inquiries 
can lead to 
impressive 
reductions in 
call volume, 
with industry-
standard being 
as high as 

40%



A revolutionary addition 
to the Flywire affordability suite

Flywire’s chat experience gives patients the tools they need to understand their financial 

responsibility and take action directly within the chat experience. 

Delivering on our continued mission to meet patients where they are and empower them 

with easy-to-use tools to help themselves, Flywire’s chat experience brings the revenue 

cycle to the digital front door.

Solving life’s most important payments

health.flywire.com
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